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The palace website now has a great section about the Chocolate Kitchens and have recently uploaded a couple
of fascinating videos. He installed the Hampton Court Palace chocolate kitchen. Subsequent monarchs
continued the practice, each retaining his own chocolate maker who would travel with the court from palace to
palace. It ended with George III who hated Hampton Court Palace and refused to set foot in the place; his
successors followed in his footsteps The reason nobody knew where the Chocolate Kitchen was is that after it
stopped being used to make chocolate for the monarch and queen, it was used as a kitchen for the Grace and
Favour Apartments where other members of the royal family sometimes lived. By the Victorian era when the
palace was opened to the public, the existence of the Chocolate Kitchen had become a legend like the stories
of ghosts and scandals used to attract visitors. Besides, many buildings had been demolished since Georgian
times and a devastating fire in had caused much damage. Then, in , curatorial intern Charlotte Barker found an
18th century inventory document written after the death of William III that recorded every room in the palace
and their locations, including the Chocolate Kitchen. It was known simply as Door Eight to the curators. It had
been used as storeroom for the annual Hampton Court summer flower show and was filled with racks, pots,
vases, steel shelves. They figured the room would have been bare bones, all the original chocolate-making
accessories long gone. When they removed the clutter, however, they found the full Georgian chocolate
kitchen, with original shelves on the wall, the fireplace with a smoke jack inside the chimney, a prep table that
folded down from the wall, a cupboard, and the Georgian version of a stove top: Charcoal was placed under
the grates and then copper pots placed on top to melt the chocolate with whatever liquids water, milk, liquor
and spices for the beverage. A smoke jack, also known as a turnspit, is a mechanism that uses hot air rising
from the fireplace up the chimney to turn a fan which turns a pinion that turns wheels that turn a chain that
turns a spit over the fire. An automated roasting device was extremely high tech for any kitchen, never mind
one dedicated solely to the production of chocolate. Once the beans were roasted, the nuts were shelled and
the innermost bits, the cocoa nibs, were made into chocolate. The curved slab of granite used as a mortar to
grind the cocoa nibs would be placed over the brazier to keep it warm during the grinding process. Once the
grind was smooth, the chocolate would be formed into flat discs and stored for a month for the flavors to meld.
Just down the hall from the kitchen is the Chocolate Room. The late 18th century fireplace and barred
windows were all that was left of the original fittings. They were able to recreate the shelves from the marks
on the walls indicating where they had once been and were also able to restore damaged fireplace iron tools.
The real trick was outfitting the Chocolate Room with all the gear â€” chocolate pots, wooden whisks called
molinets that were threaded through holes in the lids of the serving pots to give the beverage a nice froth,
china and delftware cups, frames the cups were placed in, glass sweetmeat vessels â€” that were needed to
present the royals with their delicious and luxurious beverage. The palace curators enlisted craftsmen who use
the traditional methods so everything is as historically accurate as possible. Chocolate was often served with
breakfast or after dinner and sweetmeats would have been among the foods on offer. Glassmaker Mark Taylor
made the replica sweetmeat jars. Hampton Court Palace archaeological collection includes fragments of
original chocolate cups. They were used by potter John Hudson to reproduce the exact cups the Georgian royal
family drank out of. The recipe calls for a pint of port to one ounce of pure chocolate, so teetotalers be warned.
You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a response.
Pinging is currently not allowed.
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Reigen was the 16th son of Emperor Go-Mizunoo. This family included at least 13 sons and 14 daughters: It is
decided that until the young heir grows older, his elder brother will accede to the throne as Emperor Go-Sai.
Emperor Go-Sai abdicated; [7] and Prince Satohito received the succession senso. Shortly thereafter, Emperor
Reigen formally acceded sokui and his reign began. Courts of inquisition were established in all the villages of
Japan. These courts were charged with discovering and eliminating any vestiges of Christianity in each
community. Hokke shu Buddhist religious practices are preserved for those who believe that their spiritual and
moral purity may be tainted by close association with others. A great fire broke out in Edoâ€”a conflagration
lasting 45 days. The disastrous fire was attributed to arson. There was a great fire in Kyoto. Former- Emperor
Go-Mizunoo died. A great flood devastates Edo. Gokoku-ji is founded in Edo. A great fire sweeps through
Edo. A great famine devastates Kyoto and the surrounding area. Former- Emperor Go-Sai died; and a great
comet was observed crossing the night sky. Emperor Reigen abdicates in favor of his fifth son who will come
to be known as Emperor Higashiyama. Reigen died; [6] he was age In general, this elite group included only
three to four men at a time.
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Treasury reference to the Attorney General of the petition of Mr. Brunskell, Surveyor of the Greenwax,
proposing to the Treasury Lords methods for the due answering of the casual revenue, grounded upon several
Acts of Parliament and precedents. Reference Book 1, p. Same to same of a proposal as follows for the farm of
the First Fruits and Tenths from Christmas last for 11 years at 16,l. For reducing it into certainty the proposer
will expect none but what are reasonable clauses and agreements: Albans, on a reference thereof from the
King dated Hampton Court, July Prays a grant for 10 years or more exclusive of the former lease as a
reasonable encouragement for such building. Reference Book I, p. Same to Auditor Stephens of the account of
[6 per cent. Total interest and gratuity, 1,l. Treasury warrant to the Customs Commissioners to permit the
landing Customs free of the equipage and baggage of the Prince of Orange and his train when it shall arrive:
Same to same to forbear process until Michaelmas term next against William Bowles, esq. Same to the
Receiver of the Duchy of Cornwall to pay 80l. Report to the King from the Treasury Lords as by an order of
reference thereof from the King dated Whitehall, April 27 last on the petition of Dame Ann Windham praying
that the pension of l. Henry Guy to the Auditors of Imprests to hasten Mr. Out Letters General VI, p. Money
order for l. Falkland, Treasurer of the Navy, as upon accompt, and in further part of 58,l. Send it to my house
on Saturday morning next. Royal sign manual for l. Money warrant dated Aug. Money order dated Aug.
Money Book III, p. Money warrant for l. John Strode as Farmer of the Four and a Half per cent. We find the
said account to be as follows:
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Minutes of Proceedings of Lords Proprietors of Carolina. Temple to furnish the names. Agreed that whatever
Act of oblivion be passed the duty due to the King and the damages to his collectors and deputies be excepted.
Letter to be written to Ashley river about the whale fishery, excepting whales cast up dead. The boundaries to
be adjusted. Proceedings of the Court of Assizes of New York at the trial of Captain Dyre as a false traitor to
the King; the treason consisting of establishing and imposing unlawful Customs on goods, compelling people
to pay them and using soldiers to maintain him therein. Copy, certified by Robert Vicars. Reporting that
William Dyre was brought up for trial on that day, and questioned the authority of the Court to try him.
Whereupon the Court decided to send him home to be tried there. His long silence has been due to the fact that
there was no Assembly for five months. Endorsed and inscribed, "Recd. Jago de la Vega. The frigate Norwich
happening to be in harbour, the provisions sent by Knapman and Lockwood for her supply were received by
her Commander, Captain Heywood, who I doubt not has acknowledged their receipt. We have used the sloop
captured from Everson to accompany the Norwich in cruising after pirates see No. She saves the great charge,
which we before were at, of a pilot, sounds the dangerous places and is able to pursue pirates where the frigate
cannot go; she is useful besides to give information of such accidents as happen. I lately had some pirates
brought in. One according to his demerits was executed, and one Thomas, a most notorious villian, who
recently took a valuable vessel of this Island, is taken and under trial. I have sent the frigate to cruise and have
given Captain Heywood particular charge to look out for one Laurence, a great and mischievous pirate, who
commands a ship of twenty-eight guns and had two hundred men aboard. She has lately been careencd. I will
send an account of the charge by next ship. I beg instructions how they are to be employed, 2 pp. The ship that
bears this sails so suddenly after the former fleet that I have little news. I have sent the frigate with a sloop to
attend her [recapitulates details in previous abstract]. When any of the pirates are brought to me I use the
utmost severity of the law against them. I have already caused one to be executed and am about the trial of
another. I am like-wise careful to hinder interlopers for the protection of the Royal African Company. They
have, in pursuance of the royal commands, sold the negroes of their last ship as 18l. They should have been
sent before had not my late Secretary, Mr. Powell, mislaid or lost them. Acts of Jamaica passed on the 2nd
July Fresh beef or goat fourpence, mutton sixpence of pound. Journal of Lords of Trade and Plantations.
Several papers concerning New England read, and referred to the Commissioners of Customs and to the
Attorney-General for report. Several laws passed in Virginia read. Their Lordships take exception to the style
of enacting laws as not agreeable to the commission whereby the Governor passed them. Agreed that the same
power for making laws that has been given to other Governors be conferred on Lord Culpeper. The Orders of
Assembly read, wherein their Lordships observe that the Assembly has made laws to appoint the power of
sheriffs and direct the settling of a parish without the Governor and Council, and has disposed of moneys
which are not in its power. Sir Thomas Lynch attended. Debate concerning his title. Sir Thomas saying that he
will expect no allowance from the Exchequer by reason of the title, it was agreed that he be called Captain
General and Governor in Chief. Their Lordships very much disapprove of certain grants, lately passed under
the Great Seal, of the places of Clerk of the Crown and Peace, and Clerk of the Market. Sir Thomas Lynch to
examine how the offices in Jamaica are executed, and to report. William Blathwayt to Lord Vaughan.
Memorandum that a letter to the same effect was sent to Lord Carlisle. Minutes of Council of Barbados. The
Assembly brought up two bills to revive expiring Acts. These Bills were passed. The Assembly desiring a
conference, the above-named were appointed conferrers for the Council. The Assembly having brought
proposals for commutation of the four-and-a-half per cent. The Assembly brought up sundry Bills and orders
for concurrence, whereof two Bills were laid by for consideration. Adjourned to 19th July. Journal of
Assembly of Barbados. The Assembly having sat three times by adjournment, proceeded according to rule to
elect a Speaker. General Christopher Codrington elected. Bills to revive and continue expired Acts passed.
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Bills to revive and continue certain Acts sent down by the Governor and Council, containing alterations from
the like Bills sent up by the House at last sitting. Bills to revive and continue expiring Acts passed. Edward
Littleton, Richard Guy, William Sharp, Richard Seawell, John Davies, and Samuel Husbands appointed a
committee to confer with the Council about proceeding with the proposals for the commutation of the
four-and-a-half per cent. Petition of Charles Binckes recommended to the Governor see next abstract. Ordered
that John Codrington be added to the Committee to examine petitions. Petition of Charles Binckes to the
Assembly of Barbados. The Governor on receiving the said patent promised to admit petitioner to the office,
but he has since charged your petitioner with raising discourse that if the excise of the Island were raised it
should be seized by Patent, and therefore excluded him from the office and declared he should answer the
charge in England. Now your petitioner utterly denies that he said such a thing, but admits that he heard it and
can produce his author. He therefore begs the Assembly to take his unfavourable position into their
consideration, and to intercede with the Governor to allow him to hold the office, or, if not, to appoint his
deputy thereto, and to allow the charge against him to be answered here instead of in England. He lastly, begs
the Assembly to signify to the Governor whether or not in their not raising the excise they were governed by
the discourse attributed to petitioner. Attested by John Higinbotham, Clerk of Assembly. Attestation sworn to
before Edward Littleton, 10th August Nicholas Badcock to the Commissioners of Customs. Since my letter
by Captain Groome, I wrote you a second by Captain Joseph Eaton, giving you an account of the arrival of
four ships see ante, No. Being thus absolutely prevented I beg you to send such speedy orders as will settle
this and all other matters that I have complained of, for everything is out of order. You will perceive how
matters stand by the list of ships now sent. There appears hardly a certificate of bond given, and with all my
endeavours I could not get sight above twelve or sixteen this year among all these ships. George is omitted
from the list, but we are fain to get the list as they will give it, so that I see she is absolutely bound and
designed for Ireland. She is a ship of nine hundred or a thousand hogsheads. The cocquets that come to my
sight are as few in proportion; Lord Baltimore returns them to the masters and openly avows it, so I suppose
that they make them serve for many times. He refuses or neglects to send lists of shipping and makes light of it
as if it were no concern of his, though I have solicited it according to your instructions. So that as things now
stand I cannot tell how much the King may not be wronged. I doubt not that if all ships were obliged to clear
with us inwarde before Lord Baltimore cleared them and permitted them to trade, I should find good cause to
seize many cargoes if not many ships. If they fawn upon his Lordship, he so prompts them against us that I
can hardly ask them a question but they are ready to fly in my face. I hope you will find some means of
checking the damage and loss caused by these ships bound to Ireland. Earl of Carlisle to Sir Robert Southwell.
I have got yours of the 5th, wherein my opinion is desired concerning the four hundred thousand acres of land
once intended to be reserved as a royal demesne. When I went to Jamaica my thoughts were much bent on
putting that in practice, but I quickly found that it would prove costly to the King and mischievous to the
Island, for it would cause a great deal of improvable land to be waste. The King would make no profit except
by the same methods as the planters, by laying out first a great deal of money for servants, negroes, cattle,
horses, buildings, and other necessaries. The ordinary computation is to lay out about 5,l. No one man has yet
enclosed, much less improved, such a proportion, though several have taken up great quantities in the most
convenient parts of the Island, which is a damage for the King and the public and no good to themselves at
present. If a thousand acres were allotted for the use of the Governor it might be convenient for him and
honourable for the Government. It might be improved in time by succeeding Governors and cost the King
nothing. But for anything more it will not turn to account. The King has now about a tenth of the profits of all
sugar works and will never make so much by being a planter himself. There is no such thing as farming of
land as in England nor cannot be expected in several ages. Pray acquaint the Lords of the Committee with this.
Transmitting the Act, with the directions followed in the next abstract. Henry Guy to the Commissioners of
Customs. Your attention is called in particular to the two clauses concerning the time wherein the Act is to
take place for the landing of goods and the shipping of tobacco. Some of you will attend the Lords on the 20th
instant. Hearing that there are many whales on the coast of Carolina, we direct that, although those fish are by
our constitution reserved to us, the inhabitants of the Province shall have liberty for seven years from hereof,
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or from Christmas next, to take what whales they can for their own use, excepting only such as are thrown up
dead on the coast. We are much infested by pirates who, under the name of privateers, presume even to
plunder and take vessels belonging to this Island. They took one commanded by Captain Chandeler, who,
strangely, afterwards brought him to this Island in a long boat.
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day weather forecast for Hampton Court. Outlook for Friday to Sunday. Friday morning should be dry and bright, but
there will be a chance of showers in the afternoon and rain in the evening.

His second wife Anne Boleyn was gambling on a game of tennis when she was arrested to be taken to the
Tower of London. There has been a tennis court on this site since , when this one was built for Charles I. The
Game The game of real tennis is played in a court divided between the service end and the hazard end. Players
at the hazard end lost the point if the hazards are hit. However, the game is safer. Since the s the balls have
been made with leather and filled with soft stuffing, which included animal and human hair. Before this, balls
were more like ammunition, filled with clay, sand and powdered egg shells and could take out an opponent
with a single hit! Henry VIII would recognise a game of real tennis if he saw it today: The equipment is still
hand-made on the tennis court site, as it has been for nearly years. Although the game looks like a strange
mixture of tennis and squash, the techniques, strategies and rules are both more difficult and more complex
than those of the modern derivatives. Despite this complexity, the game can be played at various speeds
allowing for players of all ages and abilities to play. Except at the very highest levels of the professional game
- the World Championship Challenge - both singles and doubles matches are mixed gender. The Club Today
the court is home to a thriving club with over members, and is open and in use from 7am to 11pm every day of
the year, except Christmas Day. The Royal Tennis Court is one of fewer than fifty real tennis courts in the
world, and one of the few courts in the world where the public can watch this intriguing sport. Comfortable
Club Rooms , including a dining room with kitchen facilities and a secluded walled garden, are available to
members and guests. The club rooms are available for hire by members. The club has an active policy of
arranging a number of social events throughout the year. Day-to-day tennis activities at the club are arranged
by the Head Professional, Nick Wood, and his assistants. The professional team arranges a wide range of
tournaments to suit all playing standards. New members are always welcome, particularly youngsters ages 12
to 21, so why not give the professionals a call and arrange a lesson to try the game. Never one to shy away
from impressing the ladies, Henry was probably well aware that he cut a fine figure in his flowing white silk
shirt. It was the prettiest thing in the world to see him play; his fair skin glowing through a shirt of the finest
texture. Edward Hall , a 16th-century chronicler recorded in that: Her courtiers vied for her approval, and
passions often ran high in matches. Incensed by this public show of intimacy Norfolk threatened to strike
Dudley in the face with his racquet. The ensuing commotion upset the Queen, who ruled that Norfolk was to
blame for overreacting! The walls of his new court, built in , are those that still make up the court as it stands
today. The King had special tennis suits made, designed to look like fashionable doublets and breeches. They
were brightly coloured and made from silk, satin and velvet, and often trimmed with silk lace in an intricate
braid. Charles also had special suits, stockings and shoes made for tennis in the latest fashions to impress his
onlookers. After the Restoration in , James was granted his own apartments at Hampton Court Palace, so he
was on hand if Charles felt like a game or two. His daily games prompted the Times newspaper to comment
that he was neglecting his military duties: The plaque remains in the changing room to this day. The Earl of
Wessex is a regular player on this court.
6: Hampton Court Palace Tickets: Book Online & Save Â£Â£Â£s - AttractionTix
G reen-fingered fans of the Hampton Court Flower Show are being allowed to adopt a rare plant from the exhibit, in a
first for the Royal Horticultural Society.. Several thousands of plants and.

7: The Royal Tennis Court
This court follows the Supreme Court guidelines to have 90% of criminal cases adjudicated or otherwise disposed within
60 days of arrest; % within 90 days. A request for a continuance beyond this time will require the personal appearance
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of the attorney for defendant and/or Commonwealth's Attorney.

8: America and West Indies: July | British History Online
Outlook for the UK over the next days UK Outlook for Wednesday 14 Nov to Friday 23 Nov Wednesday is likely to be a
mild day with cloud and outbreaks of rain in the north and west as well as some central areas.

9: The History Blog Â» Blog Archive Â» Hampton Court Palace chocolate kitchen and recipe
One of England's most glamorous and romantic wedding venues. Set in 8 acres of magical 18th Century gardens, it is a
hidden gem located opposite the world renowned Hampton Court Palace in Surrey.
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